Absolutely NOTHING on Shakir or Godtfredsen

SPEECH PROFESSOR TELLS ALL

Dunn ATTACKED by fellow Dean -
"He HIT Me!"

Coleman Joyce's Modeling Career Hits Skids

Lost Finance Dept. uncovered in Tomasso Hall

Student has affair with self

Las Vegas oddsmakers pick Dill to be Liz's eighth
STAFF MEMBER MAKES SURPRISING TRIPLE FIND!

Cheryl Michaelsen, ever-worshipped Resident Director of Green Gables, went public and announced she had found a Triple G-spot.

Michaelsen will co-author the book, "Yes you have a Triple G-spot!" with a friend she prefers to call just "Jimmy".

The book follows on the footsteps of the successful Californian book on g-spots. However, this East Coast version of the triple g-spot will tell into much more detail.

Ever since the announcement of the new book rumors have been flying about what will actually be in the book. One Enquirer source said the book will reportedly have a chapter on how to find the triple g-spot without letting the 37 girls you live with know.

A stunned Michaelsen, when reached for comment, would only say she was busy doing policy.

As a Green Gables insider told the Enquirer that Cheryl found their triple g-spot while reading Dave Roget's tough NEFCO case.

Janet Lewis, close friend of Michaelsen and Resident Assistant, said, "It was a great effort."

---

New book destined to be best seller

After sharing her secret with the famed Green Gables Girls, Cheryl compiled numerous statistics and correlations with the help of her girls.

"The girls are really tired, but were proud of the work they have accomplished."

Profits from the book will go into a fund to help defend the women of the world.

"I was in bed ........

 .......... doing Policy."

LIZ DUMPS DICK FOR DILL

I was a teenaged toothpick.

I used to the idea and began to talk to me.

Just then, as my hard luck would have it, the waiter came by with lunch, a club sandwich, which seemed to be falling apart at the seams, with lettuce drooping, tomatoes squishing and suddenly the uncontrollable urge that I had been

shielding all of my life hit me, and I jumped into the sandwich in an attempt to act as a decorative garnish for the sandwich. Naturally, I was never invited again.

I'm all over that now, and when a club sandwich goes by in a restaurant, I can handle it, I just guess it's all just a part of growing up.

WALTON CONFESSIONS:

"I was a teenaged toothpick"

I was a teenaged toothpick. I know that it sounds wierd, and I have lost many friends for this reason, but I now have the faith in myself to pull through.

I can still remember going to my first country club party, with colored cellophone wrapped over my head. Everyone stared, naturally, but they soon got

"The sight of a club sandwich still gives me chills"

Babson College President William Dill is the rumored choice to become Elizabeth Taylor's eighth husband.

A personal friend of Miss Taylor confided to the Enquirer that "Lisa needs Bill, a strong, steady man with a nice job and besides, gray matches stunningly with her violet eyes."

The pair met two years ago when Lisa was appearing in "The Little Foxes" on Broadway. Reportedly, wife Jean asked the near-sighted Dill to fetch the car. Dill by mistake fetched Liz.

All seemed lost when the Dills moved to Babson, but when Liz booked her new play "Private Lives" into Boston's Shubert Theatre, rumors started all over again and the rings have been forged.

Reached for comment, Mrs. Dill confided to the Enquirer that it was just one of her hubby's numerous flirtations. "Like the one I had with Tom Selleck."

Stars
Ever cheerful Dunn after attack

ELLIS BEATS DUNN OVER TYPING

Violence stems from jealousy

Mild-mannered Student Activities Dean Mary Dunn says her fellow Dean, David Ellis beat her up when she refused to type for him.

In an exclusive Enquirer interview, the dean told about the attack by Ellis. "I was sitting at my desk working on Parent's Weekend when Ellis entered my office and asked me to type a list of sophomores who would be living on campus."

"It was a short list, but I still didn't think I should type it. When I said no, Ellis came at me and started swinging."

Sources close to the Student Activities Office said Ellis just asked Dunn to do a favor because his secretary, Selma Lazar, was busy counting bribes from foreign students wanting to live in Keith/Cantfield. There were no witnesses to the assault because, as usual, Emmy Mahoney was out making copies.

Members of the administration have confirmed the beating

EXCLUSIVE
ENQUIRER
INTERVIEW

took place.

"I was shocked, he has never acted like this before," Dunn said in a tearful interview. When the Enquirer asked Ellis' wife, Pam, about the incident, she said angrily, "It's not true, it's a lie."

"Dave is actually very gentle," Pam declared from her plush Woodland Hill apartment. However, she added, "I'm so glad he doesn't bring his problems from work home."

Said an insider: "The feud actually goes back to Mary taking the bigger left hand office when the two moved to their spacious headquarters in the basement of the Hollister building."

"Ellis, who went to a macho coed school was always jealous of Dunn's paradise for pseudo intellectual, well-bred women," the insider told the Enquirer.

OREO EATING TELLS A LOT ABOUT YOU

"Quite simply, there are two types of people in this world," says Babson professor Noel Huckleberry. "Those who eat an Oreo® whole and then those who consume the creamy middle contents, and then the cookie."

Huckleberry and partner Joel Heartthrob claim that the way you eat an Oreo tells you a lot about yourself.

Heartthrob describes the person who eats an Oreo whole as a more conservative, no-nonsense type of person. These people tend to be accountants and prefer other occupations free of risk and full of security. Oreo whole eaters include William F. Buckley, Ronald Reagan, Shelley Stallone and Orson Welles, who finds this process a faster means of consumption.

Huckleberry, who blushes when he admits that he is an Oreo opener, claims that fellow openers are more creative, going for jobs that have challenges, high points and low points. Huckleberry claims that these people are more subject to mental breakdown, but are excellent contestants for television game shows. Oreo openers include Judy Garland, Richard Simmons and Heidi Abramowitz.

H&H's new book, "OB and Oreo" was written for many reasons: 1) To advance the field of Organization Behavior, 2) To make incredible profits on a $.50 printing job, selling to a captive audience for $2.95 and finally 3) To turn and discredit Maslow's Needs Hierarchy, which Huckleberry and Heartthrob claim has made him a fast million on marginal talent and is a rip-off theory based on nothing more than a dubious board court. Huckleberry warns that this Oreo theory does not apply to Heinek or any other Oreo rip-offs.

THE TOBACCO LOBBY WANTS YOU TO SMOKE AND GET CANCER

THE FIRST HANGING COMES TO BABSON

Student Judicial Court will present a daring new program in addition to their duties as the almighty deciders of right and wrong. This Saturday night at 9:00 p.m. they will present Babson's First Annual Hangin'.

The show will take place in Knight Auditorium. Kegs of ice cold beer will be served. Mark Novo, Chairman of Student Judicial Court, commented, "We felt that having beer was key. Drunk people get really psyched for senseless, violent murder."

The lucky victim will be chosen by a majority vote. Students will write in their choice for the person they feel deserved to die the most. Judicial Court members will decide all this.

Rumor has Stephen C. Meyers and Brian of Trim as odds-on-favorites.

Bad Professor of the Year !!!!!

Professor Raisins-Rice-and-Rhubbone has been chosen as this year's Bad Professor for extremely dull work in the field of science. When asked for possible reasons behind his unpopularity he replied, "I think it's because Fund Sci is so irrelevant."

Here he is with Marketing Professor Blaise Bommm: the runner-up. She is seen here testing the new contraceptive device that he's doing the marketing campaign for.

Both Raisins-Rice-and-Rhubbone and Bommm are being replaced next semester. "Raisins" (his boyhood nickname) by the E.T. Talking Computer from Mattel, and Bommm by an Electroly Vacuum Cleaner.
Sorority Recipe Feud Halted !!!!!

The Enquirer has learned exclusively that a galling piece of mediation by Student Judicial Court Judge Mark Nog, who has finally settled the infamous recipe feud.

The feud, between the sisters of Sigma Kappa and Kappa Kappa Gamma, all started over a celery-cream cheese recipe that both submitted to the "Wine Your Fraternity Guy Through His Stomach" Contest last December.

Both sororities presented the extremely difficult and continental concoction, made up of washed celery stalks filled with cream cheese, to contest chairman Kroy Jellopudding, who immediately halted the contest.

Name calling and pillow fights, together with a burning copy of Town and Country placed at the Sigma tower, forced this case into court. Nogo stepped in, and through careful examination found that Sigma Kappa sprang for Philadelphia Brand Cream Cheese, while Kappa had borrowed some from Trim Inn. Therefore, the recipes weren't actually the same. Nogo warned Kappa that when the appetite of their men was at stake, "It was silly not to use Philly."

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Kappa Kappa Gamma's Cream Cheese Celery Delight

-Cut stalks of celery and wash in water (do the icky breakfast dishes first).

-Spread in any cream cheese

-Serve

Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa's Cream Cheese Celery Delight

-Cut stalks of celery and wash with water (take out the sweaters you've been washing in Woolite);

-Spread in Philadelphia Brand Cream Cheese

-Serve

In a candlelight ceremony, the sororities exchanged hugs and Fairisle sweaters, made up and vowed to get psychoed for next year's joint recipe, rumored to be Cheez Whiz on Triscuits.

BOARING!!!!

The Academy of Accountancy would like to respond to the vicious and untrue allegation that we are a dull organization. Accountants are NOT boring. Why just last Wednesday we audited the books of Hallifax Distribution Systems, Inc., a multi-national Subchapter S organization engaged in the mass production of distribution information systems processing of blah blah blah, blah blah.

The Sordid Truth Behind Alumni Hall

The posh suburban campus of Watson College is in an uproar over the findings about one of its greatest benefactors. The Enquirer has learned exclusively that Gordon Alumni, the person responsible for the building of Alumni Hall, made his millions by distributing drugs and booze women.

Gordon Alumni

Alumni director Moe Maloney categorically denied these rumors, stating that Alumni "earned his money the old-fashioned way, through hard work and brilliant savvy." Alumni, as reported to the Enquirer, graduated Babson and soon found little luck in the job market. For a small sum of money, saved by scouring the mail's phone booths for dimes, he purchased a store front on Boston's Washington Street.

With the consultation of Babson's marketing and finance divisions, Alumni guessed right that the demand for prostitutes was peaking, and over intense competition would make it a less lucrative field in the future.

Business for Alumni shot up when he turned it into a business as a business. As a thanks for Babson's help, the millionaire donated money for the building.

President William Dall has appointed a committee to study the matter. The Enquirer has learned that anиграе刻苦 Alumni might buy back the building at double its worth (a sound investment idea says Jesse Putney), and establish a Western branch of his Washington Street operation.

Chucka's Sheep Emporium proudly announces the opening of the Crooked EWE Saloon

Liquor up front

Poker in the rear

(Only the highest quality liquor served and only fair games of poker allowed.)

* A subsidiary of CS Enterprises

Students Find Answer to Kegless Campus

Liff A Fine Pil Beer

With the consultation of Babson's marketing and finance divisions, Alumni guessed right that the demand for prostitutes was peaking, and over intense competition would make it a less lucrative field in the future.

Business for Alumni shot up when he turned it into a business as a business. As a thanks for Babson's help, the millionaire donated money for the building.

President William Dall has appointed a committee to study the matter. The Enquirer has learned that anиграе刻苦 Alumni might buy back the building at double its worth (a sound investment idea says Jesse Putney), and establish a Western branch of his Washington Street operation.
ENQUIRER EXCLUSIVE

SYDEL CONFESES:

I LISP IN MY SLEEP

THE WHOLE SHOCKING TRUTH

The Enquirer has learned exclusively that reclusive Speech professor Sydel Sokuziwitz licks in her sleep. In an exclusive interview held in the professor’s posh office in Geronimo Hall, Sokuziwitz tearfully admitted the living hell she has to go through every time she has a dream where she is made to say “She sells sea shells by the sea shore.” Sokuziwitz has solved her problem during the day with the help of noted hypnotist Jerome Levi, who found that if the noted linguist were a dandier skirt, she could say Mississippi ten times fast. Sokuziwitz, now almost recovered from the problem, is bringing this problem out into the public in order to help others lispig dreamers. The professor still recalls the day when she was able to shed the assumed name of Mary O'Reilly and stand up and say perfectly “My name is Sydel Sokuziwitz.”

Trade Rumors Grip The Babson Campus

When asked for his comments on the landmark trade athletic director Bob Farrwell commented, “That’s pure US, Serge was out of here long before he knew. Just had trouble getting someone to give him too.” As for the demise of the soccer program Farrwell added, “It just hasn’t been the same since the Duke took over so I scrapped it. With Flutie, we can start a football program around a star.” And as for a stadium to play in, well Farrwell has left no stone unturned. “That’s where the engineering students come in. We get them to design a stadium, raise tuition a bit and presto we’ve got the Beaver-Dome.”

Compensation to BC runs down like this: The Eagles have their choice of two package deals. Deal number one includes hockey goalie Keith Houghton, swimmer Mike “Curly” O’Connor, and the top fifth of next year’s freshman class. Number two, meanwhile, shows itself this way: SID Joe Ciaccio, housing director David Ellis, and hopscott Todd Dos Reis. The head basketball coach at BC hopes to team Dos Reis with Mike McNeil to create the shortest backcourt in Division I. “I tried my best to ship Bill Dill somewhere but he has a no-trade clause in his contract,” said Farrwell. “I’m hoping this opens the door for more deals in the future. People say a kid’s education comes first. I say no way. It gives the kid real life experience, what if he gets transferred in his job?”

Harvard’s compensation went the academic route. Babson reluctantly gives up three of its top professors. Richard Frost, Edward Handler, and Joe Alexander, world renowned in their areas, now must make the commute to Cambridge. “Next thing you know they’ll be trading Raftor to the University of Kenya,” said Frost.

When asked for their comments on the trade, these athletes involved offered differing opinions. “It means Division I hockey for me, my bags are packed,” said Houghton. “I’m excited about going to Houston,” said soccer player Mark McNab, “I’ve got a lot of friends down there.” “I guess this means I’ll have to get to work on time,” added Ciaccio. The impact of this first time collegiate trade could be long reaching. Surely years to come will see athletic directors dealing with high school recruits the way pro teams deal with draft picks. “I love everything about it,” said Farrwell. “By the way, do you know of anybody who needs a lacrosse coach for a few computer terminals?”

EDWINA

Don’t cry for me Babson Students – The truth is that Mummy and Daddy have money tucked away

Sex, Drugs and Rock and Roll

Scandal rocked the campus today when it was discovered that the Babson Social Committee has been using Student Activities Fees to finance a multi-million dollar drug ring.

Gary Marmer, President of the Committee, is out on $250,000 bail. When reached for comment he replied, “I am not a crook.”

Joshua Evans, SoCo’s VP Finance, is being pursued by local authorities. He is believed to be hiding out in Peru. Darryl Gallivan, Minister of Alcohol, denied any knowledge of the subject. He was also drunk.

It was later learned that Beth Baret, Student Government’s Financial Vice-President, was in cahoots with Marmer and his drug squad. She was responsible for the laundering of the millions of dollars flowing through the SoCo account. Officials became suspicious when it was announced that The Rolling Stones, The Who, and the Clash would headline the FREE Spring Concert. Net losses on the now cancelled show will exceed half a million dollars.
PINK AND GREEN ARE OUT

Style change causes massive panic on exclusive campus

All havoc broke out today as "this neat little college community which is white, wealthy, conservative, and swarming with preppies" when a double shock wave ripped through the campus. The Official Preppy Handbook today announced that for the Spring of 1983 it is totally unappetizing to wear the colors pink or green and that wearing anything with an alligater on it will be considered absolutely "gauche" as spokesperson Mufty Van DeBiebers was quoted today. The impact on the college was beyond belief with several Kappa sisters throwing themselves off the top of the Kappa tower screaming "No, it can't be true!! Plead, it can't be true!! I mean, like, oh my God, what will I wear all summer?? Life is not worth it anymore!!!!!" Across the campus weeping sob could be heard as thousands packed away almost all their clothes amid tears and fond memories of polo matches and Mint Julips by the creek wood. A school wide day of mourning was announced and Dean Bragon was quoted in a phone interview as saying "It will be days before the college will be able to function normally again because first off none of us (the faculty) have anything to wear to work!! As the morning progressed massive traffic jams were constant as rude coeds tried to escape the campus in search of something to wear. In a related story Flene's recorded sales volume as being in the billions of billions as thousands flocked to their Wellesley store in search of new apparel by someone other than Izz Lacoste. A student was heard saying, "I wasn't aware that there were any other designers in the world!"

The other shock that hit today at Camp Babo was the news from Saga Food Service that they would no longer be serving Oreo ice cream at Trim Dining Hall. When this bomb hit at approximately 9:35 a.m. What little semblance of order there was remaining on the campus fell through the bottom as 45 overweight girls ran with tears pouring down their faces unable to face the grim truth. Two tubby coeds had to be brought to Newton-Wellesley Hospital after having gone insane due to the thought of not being able to consume the 5000 calorie lunches of Oreo ice cream and salad that they daily consume.

Said a Babson transfer student, "I'm glad to see them take it (the ice cream) away. Maybe the average weight of Babo girls will fall from its current level of 1851 pounds."

So as the day drew to a close here at Camp Babo the atmosphere was a dismal, melancholy one but one Babo coed summed up the feelings of everyone in a quote that will be heard many times in the near distant future as students try to rebuild their lives: "I guess I will survive, I mean Ema's has agreed to deliver and I do have Mummy and Daddy's American Express Gold card to help me make it through."

GETTING A "D" IN CALCULUS?

ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF MANKIND

CONTACT THE GUYS FOR GOD AT BOX A69

*********************** TIRED OF CAMPUS ?

NOW IS THE TIME!!! ENROLL IN THE
BABSON COLLEGE SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
GET YOUR BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN 6 MONTHS FOR ONLY $50,000
REGISTER NOW AND GET A BONUS!!!
GET A BABSON MBA FOR ONLY $5.99 EXTRA!

"You too can act like an educated whimp from

Greenwich, Conn." - M. Copen

BLUE BOOKS CAUSE CANCER

A recent study by the Committee for Resume Rebuilding here at Babson has proven that blue books cause cancer. In their 4 year study, the committee administered blue books to white mice for 5-7 hours a day in an effort to test the hazards of the book. The Surgeon General is expected to issue a statement early next week warning students and professors not to come in contact with the infamous blue books if at all possible.

"We students have known for years that blue books are bad for you," said Senior Aaron Walman. "Now it's finally been proven."

"The problem now," said Jesse Potty, Vice President of Financial Affairs and Treasurer of Babson, "is what to do with our extra inventory of blue books."

"We just can't afford to buy new materials."

The Trustees will be voting on a proposal suggested by Potty at their next meeting in May. The proposal calls for increasing spending on toilet paper. "It's just as thick as the old blue books and we won't waste as many sheets," explained the treasurer.
Walton mum about Gumby role

Student Government President Aaron Walton is the odds-on favorite for the title role in "The Return of Gumby".

Universal Pictures has announced that David Frost has been linked for "Policy Is My Life", the movie biography of Babson professor David C.D. Rogers. Lee Remick will co-star as Natalie Taylor, James Coco as Robert Pavan and Sylvester Stallone as Eliot McBride.

Blood Bath becomes Love Nest

Rumor has it that the Babson Players were originally planning to perform the premiere of "Always Upon A Mattress" before its projected star opted for a worldwide tour this semester.

Booksore manager George Yorks admitted yesterday that reports of a UFO in the bookstore hallway were false. "It was simply," he Yorks put it, "an ALA student who didn’t smoke."

Mcl Copen, Vice President of Academic Affairs has received the Tommy Newcombe Award for Outstanding Wit and Humor on the Job.

Defiant professor John Stouffer refused to join the Liberal Arts clique in taking his turn at writing a letter of protest to the Babson Free Press. Stouffer explained that he didn’t have any logical protest to bring forward, whereupon a fellow clique member heatedly replied, "That’s never stopped us before."

Economics professor John Martinson denied that John DeLorean was dumped as an honoree for this year’s Founder’s Day ceremony claiming that DeLorean refused an invitation because "We couldn’t promise snow."

FRANK TO WED HECKLER

Guess which big J&J exec had a headache last week and took Durell instead. There goes the market share.

The Film Society will show Robert Altman’s "Come Back to the Focal Point, Laura Brown, Laura Brown" on Tuesday night at the Poe’s.

Will Coleman Joyce be Sophie’s choice?

By day, he’s the mild-mannered student who keeps the Exchange glued together, but by night, Coleman Joyce has been seen with Oscar winner Meryl Streep in all the jet-set circles, including K-Mart’s snack bar. Is marriage pending? Cole won’t tell.
BONUS

BAYE

CARSON

“I looked at my schedule and saw that I didn’t have meetings scheduled from 1:50 to 2:15. I really didn’t know what to do. I’ve been attending meetings ever since I got to Babson, so I decide to write a memo, but I only got halfway through it before 2:15. As usual my trusted secretary finished my work.”

DRAGON

“It was so awful. Somehow I knew that Tuesday was going to be different and then I approved that transfer credit. It was the first and probably the last credit I’ll ever approve. I didn’t really enjoy that day though.”

“It was really funny, I got back at 3:00 from my noon lunch and I found something on my desk. Naturally I called Jayne in, and we had a good chuckle. ‘Imagine’, she said, ‘something that you can’t pawn off on Dragon’. Well, after my mid-afternoon tea, we decided it was too late to make any decision. I just thank God that the bomb didn’t go off in Horn Library.”

A day which left them totally drained.

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

KAREN CARPENTER DIET

Join the successful people who have already tried the diet

INCLUDES DIET ALBUM:

RAINY DAYS & DINNERS ALWAYS GET ME DOWN
SO CLOSE TO SOIL
WE’VE ONLY JUST BEGIN TO STARVE
I’M ON THE BOTTOM OF THE WORLD...

SAMPLE PLAN:

MON Glass of Water (8oz)
TUES Eat Nothing
WEDS LUNCH: Celery Stick
WEDS DINNER: Thru Up LUNCH